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If anyone enjoys detective work, then tracing the 
origins of the St. Matthew Passion is just the job for 
you! The existence of a surviving score and parts for 

Bach’s 1736 performance might well suggest to you that this 
is the year of its public debut, but it has been a long held 
view that the origins were earlier and so, for the moment, 
our journey of discovery begins at Leipzig in the 1720s.

The detective work done already that attributes the date of 
its debut as Leipzig on Good Friday 1727 uses fragments 
of music that date from 1724 onwards to draw some 
conclusions, yet keeps an open mind. What also emerges 
is a valuable picture of Bach’s working environment 
especially in 1727 and 1729, the pressures and how he 
coped with the expectations of his position. In general we 
know comparatively little about these1.

An event in 1729 tells us more. Bach’s former Patron 
Prince Leopold of Arnhalt-Cöthen died in March 1729 
and funeral music had to be arranged. With Passiontide 
approaching, Leopold’s death came as Bach was busy 
preparing for the most important services in the church 
year, a timescale of just three weeks between the funeral 
and Good Friday/Easter Sunday. Further evidence 
emerges that the ‘Passionsmusik’ already existed then 
as revealed in a letter Bach wrote to a pupil at the time 
declining a request to borrow the material2. Bach set about 
providing the funeral music in a way with which we have 
become very familiar – by borrowing from his other works. 
He took two movements from the ‘Trauerode” Cantata 
BWV 198 (1727) and movements from the St. Matthew to 
form the now lost “Klagt, Kinder, klagt es aller Welt” BWV 
244a3. Ever the practical composer!

Why is the early version of the St. Matthew 
significant?
In the Preface of the vocal score published by Bärenreiter 
in 2006 the editor and scholar Professor Andreas Glöckner 
begins by stating ‘Many questions concerning the genesis of 
the St. Matthew Passion (BWV 244) still remain unanswered’. 
Briefly, Glöckner tell us that the score of the early version 
has only survived in the hand of a copyist, Johann Christoph 
Farlau, and was produced after Bach’s death i.e. post 1750. 
Furthermore, he goes on to say that Farlau did not copy from 
Bach’s surviving score of 1736, but had to use an older one – 
now lost – attributed to the 1729 Passion performance. From 

Farlau’s copy the differences between Bach’s early version 
and the version with which we are most familiar today are 
revealed. Notably there is only one continuo section; the 
setting of the Passion chorale (No. 17) has different words. 
No recorders are present for the tenor recitative (No 19). It 
is a simple chorale “Jesum laß ich nicht von mir” that closes 
Part I, not “O Mensch bewein….”4.  The opening aria in 
Part II is allocated to the Bass in Chorus I, not the Alto; there 
are significant differences in the vocal line of the tenor aria 
(No 35) “Geduld, geduld…” and a lute replaces the viola 
da gamba. In rehearsals we have had to be alert to the 
changes in phrasing and slurring in this version to those 
in the more familiar 1736 score and in our preparations 
we have also noticed that Farlau might have been thinking 
contemporarily while copying the recitative with recorders 
(No 19) using the 1729 score. These instruments were out of 
fashion after 1750, so is their omission a mistake? 

We are intrigued by this early version because we are 
curious to know the full story. It also provides our audience 
with the chance to think afresh about the St. Matthew 
Passion and its journey into our lives. From the work’s 
origins to Mendelssohn’s historic revival at Berlin 1829 
(drastically cut) and its restoration to Leipzig (1841 – most of 
the cuts restored); in the UK, the gargantuan performances 
of the late 19th century Victorian England to Paul Steinitz’s 
historic performance on 22 March 1952, the beginning 
of his quest to ‘get back to Bach in its original form’ that 
presaged the period style presentations we greatly enjoy 
today. The story of the St. Matthew is still not complete, we 
are sure.  
Margaret Steinitz

“Using the slimline 
forces suggested by the 
sources and surviving 
evidence from the time 
of Bach, our performance 
hopes to restore a fresh 
and vital St Matthew, 
in keeping with the 
pioneering spirit of the 
London Bach Society. Be 
prepared to be intrigued 
and delighted.”

Anthony Robson

Anthony Robson guest director 
for the performance

“About the 
St. Matthew Passion”



For the last 22 years, LBS has been presenting an annual 
autumn Bachfest. This is bringing a variety of artists 
to our platform in concert, recital and cultural education 
programmes, each contributing to the telling of Bach’s story. 
This story not only spans his lifetime, it continues through the 
centuries. So for example, Bach inspired music by Schumann, 
Brahms and Tavener might also appear.  There will be 
Singing Days, school children will learn 18th century dance 
steps and leading scholars will regale us with revelations in 
Bach scholarship. It is a Bachfest for everyone.

LBS also supports:
• Steinitz Bach Players 
• A Journal Bach Notes (March & September) 
• A Bach Orchestral Library 
• The 18-30 Bach Club at Bachfest 
• The LBS Archive (1946 –) 
• Bach Friends NEW

The well stocked website www.bachlive.co.uk has articles, 
features and a Bach database as well as news about LBS 
and its activities. Future plans include autumn Bachfests in 
2013 & 2014, a special 25th Bachfest in 2015 including an LBS 
exhibition and the Society’s 70th anniversary in 2016. Huge 
excitement about it all here….

Our donors and supporters help us in many ways, most 
essentially to sustain Bachfest.

Pick up a leaflet and join us today.
Join online from 21 March 2013 or call 01883 717372
We look forward to welcoming you.
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NBA

“It is tremendously important, this 
New Bach Edition – Revised of the Mass 
in B minor by J. S. Bach! One of the major 
works by J. S. Bach is now fi nally available 
in a scholarly edition, as it should be. 
Congratulations!”                   Ton Koopman

Mass in B minor 
(BA 5935) · Full score 

cloth bound (format 25.5 x 32.5cm)
Available separately or as part of a complete 
subscription to the NBArev at a specially 
reduced subscription price.

     New Bach Edition – Revised:
Se� ing a New Standard for Scholars and Musicians

Burnt Mill, Elizabeth Way, Harlow, 
Essex, CM20 2HX, UK

info@barenreiter.co.uk
 Tel (01279) 828930  ·  Fax (01279) 828931

The New Bach Edition (NBA), now 
completed and available in 104 music
volumes and 101 critical commentaries, 
is regarded as a work of musical 
scholarship of the fi rst rank.  However, 
new sources have been discovered, 
new knowledge has been acquired and 
further editorial experience amassed.  
The Bach Archive Leipzig and 
Bärenreiter will therefore publish 
approx. 15 volumes or works in 
revised editions.  
The New Bach Edition – Revised 
(NBArev) resembles the NBA in its 
outward appearance, but each volume 
now contains a more detailed foreword 
in German and English, as well as a 
concise critical report in German.  
State-of-the-art scientifi c methods 
employed when examining Bach’s 
manuscript scores enable in-depth 
analysis of areas which have been 
destroyed or made illegible.

Beginning with the Mass in B minor 
(2010) approximately 1 to 2 volumes 
will appear per year.

 Ask for our detailed brochure
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Bach expert John Butt directing Steinitz Bach Players at

the RCO London Organ Forum, November 2012 (part of 22nd Bachfest 2012-13)

WAGNER 200th
Richard Wagner on Bach

 ...the most stupendous miracle in all music!

Richard Wagner was born at Leipzig 
on 22 May 1813, and baptised at the 

Thomaskirche. He studied composition with 
Christian Weinlig Thomaskantor and at Leipzig 
University. A portrait of Bach hung on the wall in 
Wagner’s study at Bayreuth.

The city will celebrate the bi-centenary with 
productions of Wagner’s creations at the Leipzig 
Opera.
More on our website www.bachlive.co.uk 

BRITTEN 100th

It was during the 1960s in particular that 
Benjamin Britten turned his attention to the 

study and performance of Bach. When Peter 
Pears appeared at the London Bach Society’s 
annual performances of the St. Matthew Passion, 
Britten was in the audience and he shared series 
of Bach Cantata programmes recorded for the 
BBC Third Programme (now BBC Radio 3) with 
Paul Steinitz, a few of which were featured in 
the famous 9.30am Bach cantata slot on Sunday 
mornings. Britten's legacy of Bach recordings is 
best represented by the disc he made for Decca 
of Bach’s St. John Passion, with Pears (Evangelist) 

and Wandsworth School Boys Choir.  There is more about Britten 
on our website including the composer’s work for the community.

Richard�Wagner,�
controversial,�

enigmatic�and�Bach�
follower

Benjamin Britten 
1913-1976
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